
Example Exam Geometric Pattern Recognition
Remarks:

i The sketch answers are really sketches, and should be expanded for a real esam.

ii Always explain your answer, used symbols, etc.; be pre-
cise.

iii Answers may be given in Dutch or in English.

1. (General)

(a) Which conditions must be satisfied for a distance function to be a metric?
Sketch of answer:
Define the conditions: uniqueness, positivity, symmetry, triangle inquality.

(b) What is an affine transformation in the plane? How many degrees of freedom
does it have?
Sketch of answer:
Give 3x3 matrix for homogeneous coordinates. Six coefficients in the matrix
can vary. Combination of translation (2 degrees of freedom), rotation (1 dof)
and non-uniform scaling (2 dof), and final rotation (1 dof).

2. (Annulus)
Describe an algorithm to compute the smalles width annulus of a finite set of points
in the plane.

Sketch of answer:
Explain Voronoi Diagram and Furthers Point Voronoi Diagram. Explain the three
cases that determine the inner and outer circle of the annulus.
Explain the following algorithm:
Compute Voronoi Diagram and Furthers Point Voronoi Diagram
Case 1: The center of the outer circle is a vertex of the furthest point Voronoi
Diagram.
Case 2: The center of the inner circle is a vertex of the Voronoi Diagram
Case 3: the centers of the inner and outer circle lie on the intersection of an edge of
VD and an edge of FPVD.
Keep the smallest of the resulting corresponding width annuli.

3. (Finite point set matching)
Explain how the alignment method works, for approximate, n-m matching. Why
does it work?

Sketch of answer:
For each triplet of points in query set
for each triplet from model set: compute affine trafo between them
With this trafo, transform all other points from model set
If they match with query points, trafo receives a vote
If number of votes is above threshold, trafo is accepted

Time complexity for matching: O(n3m4).

There can be more than one transformation that could be accepted, but they are all
good enough, in the sense that it transform sufficient number of points close enough
to target points.



4. (Curve matching)

(a) Explain what the Fréchet distance is.
Sketch of answer:
Provides a solution to small Hausdorff distance between different curves. It is
the max min distance over all possible monotone parameterizations. Draw a
picture.

(b) Give an algorithm to decide whether the Fréchet distance between two polyg-
onal curve is at most ε.
Sketch of answer:
Construct free space, consisting of n × m free space rectangles For each two
segments the free space is the intersection between ellipse and rectangle. The
answer is yes if there is a path from lower left to upper right corner of the free
space diagram going through free space. Draw a picture.


